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Lung adenocarcinoma with metastasis to the phalanx: a rare case with a morpho-molecular             
analysis on tissue and blood samples. 
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Summary: Finger metastasis are very rarely described in carcinomas.[1] 

Introduction: Despite the rarity of finger metastasis, a high percentage derived from Non-small-cell             

lung cancer (NSCLC). Currently, only a very low number of cases have been described in literature,                

with almost exclusively histological findings.[2]  

Goals: Our aim is to describe a rare case of finger metastasis from lung adenocarcinoma from a                 

cytological, histological and molecular point of view, including the adoption of liquid biopsy. 

Hypothesis: Evaluation of EGFR mutational status on both tissue and liquid biopsy samples to              

predict response to target therapy. 

Materials and methods: A 69-years-old woman presented severe pain in her right forefinger,             

without other systemic symptoms. The finger, at the distal interphalangeal joint, was edematous and              

swollen.  

Ethical aspects: The sample was handled in compliance with the Helsinki Declaration. 

Results: The cytological material, obtained by fine needle aspiration, highlighted an           

adenocarcinoma of unknown primary site. Immunocytochemical findings confirmed a diagnosis of           

NSCLC favor adenocarcinoma. The diagnosis was further confirmed on finger amputation. As far             



as molecular analysis is concerned, on DNA extracted from both tissue (cytological) and plasma              

samples, by using our SiRe® next generation sequencing panel,[3] an uncommon epidermal growth             

factor receptor (EGFR) exon 20 p.S768_D760DUP was detected. 

Discussion: Our data underlined the technical feasibility of EGFR mutation assessment in both             

cytological and plasma NSCLC samples, and may be useful in rare lesions. 

Conclusions and recommendations: To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report              

describing a combined morph-molecular approach in the diagnostic process of a lung cancer             

metastasis of phalanx.  
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